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SMOOTH DRAW

A smooth draw cycle is an essential, but often overlooked, part of
shooting form – John Dudley explains why, and how to do it right

Right: With the
front scapula
down and
forwards there’s
comfortable
room to
maneouvre the
rear shoulder

A

commonly overlooked element
of your shooting form is the
draw cycle. It is often viewed to
be one of the most obvious parts
of shooting a bow. However, drawing the
bow correctly is a vital part of your ability
to repeat the same shot arrow after
arrow. In a way, the draw cycle should be
part of your shot routine because it has a
huge impact on the front arm alignment
and rear scapula tension – as well as
your anchor position.

Managing your weight
When you draw your bow it is important
that you are shooting a draw weight that
is easily manageable for you – and this
is especially truly for archers shooting
recurve. When recurve archers shoot too
much weight their form breaks down
much faster than a compounder’s, simply

because there is much more holding
weight against your body. However,
compound archers still need to be aware
that there is a “correct” way to pull your
bow to full draw.
It is essential that any archer be able
to lift their bow from their side and
point the sight at the target you intend
to shoot and then pull the string back
toward the face. The key word here is
pull and not “push and pull”.
If you are pushing with the front
and pulling with the rear then you are
taking a huge gamble on where the front
alignment of your body will end up. I will
go into more detail on this soon, but
for now just be aware that you need to
have a draw weight that’s comfortable
to draw back.
Those of you who’ve read some of
my previous articles know I often stress
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Left: If the front
shoulder is high
and clamped
back it doesn’t
allow the room
for movement
a well-executed
shot needs
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the importance of the front shoulder
and how its position greatly affects the
ability to correctly execute back tension.
If the front shoulder or scapula is not
down and forward then it doesn’t allow
the rear scapula room to move.
Take a look at the illustrations with
the green and red shoulders to the
left. The green shoulder is perfect in
placement because it is down and
forward in position. Notice that there is
plenty of room between the scapula and
the spine.
However, in the red illustration you
will see that the shoulder is not only
high but also compressed against the
spine. This is a common result of archers
who try to shoot too much weight. When
performing the push and pull method
of drawing the bow the front shoulder

sometimes settles into this position and it
is not correct. It’s also a high contributor
to neck and shoulder pain!
An easy exercise to show you what
I am talking about is simply let your
arms rest down at your side. Then while
keeping your arm straight, lift your hand
up to the level of the target. You can see
the scapula is down and you will feel no
tension on the neck or spine.
However if you do the same exercise
but lift the front arm higher in the air
and push and pull at the same time
then the tension and placement is much
harder to duplicate.
The bottom line is that you must focus
on being close to the green shoulder –
lifting the bow arm to the target and
draw the string while keeping the
shoulder down and forward.
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The anchor hand

your line and keeping your alignment. Pick
the bow up level with the ground and draw
the release back into anchor position all in
the same line. Both hands are level and in
line with one another during the cycle. This
is perfect execution and the best way to
assure you are set up to make a good shot.
Another important part of the anchor is
the degree or angle of the release. If you
have a release hand that is very flat on one
shot and then more vertical on another then
it will affect the impact of the arrow. Some
archers are comfortable with a release
position that is very vertical and some shoot
the release more flat. My tests have shown
one way is not more accurate than another,
but all ways are only accurate if they are
done the same.
This is why I stress to take a look at your
release hand and get your angle correct
right before you draw it back towards your
face. When I go through my draw cycle I lift
my bow towards the target, then I look at
my release hand and get my release angle
correct and finally pull that release hand

Some of you may also be surprised to
hear that drawing the bow correctly also
can affect the repeatability of the anchor
position. It does have an impact, believe
it – and if you focus on drawing your bow
correctly then you will also have better
control on your anchor position. Hopefully
you read my past article on “Anchorage” in
issue 62 of Bow International. In that article
I talked about the importance of having a
repeatable anchor position using the “V”
of the index finger and middle finger as a
reference on your jaw line – as it is essential
that your anchor position is the same all
the time.
When I go through my draw cycle I
focus on drawing the “V” straight back
into the jaw line. It is like two pieces of a
puzzle that slide together into place. Some
people draw the release hand way under
the neck and some people who are pulling
too much weight pull level with the chest
or out away from the body. That is simply
poor form! Archery form is all about keeping

A consistent anchor point is
far more easily achievable if
your draw comes back in line

back and slide the V of my fingers into place
on my jaw. This provides a visual check that
my release angle is correct. I promise you
that this simple part of the draw cycle will
mean less stray arrows

The pre-load
The last part of the draw cycle is what I call
the preload. The preload is what happens
just as the archer is settling into the anchor
position. Simply put, the preload is the
tension or hard pull into the back wall of
the cam with the rear rhomboid muscle. In
fact, it is almost a specific focus onto the
rhomboid muscle and the contraction that
the muscle is under to pull hard against the
wall of the cam.
For a recurve shooter, this tension is what
will be part of the pull through the clicker.
I call it a preload because I almost over
emphasize this tension just so that I know
which muscle is tight and which muscle I
need to pull with. With the tension focus on
the rhomboid, and as long as you continue
to pull, it’s easy to execute a clean shot
without any swaying of pressure on the
back end of your shot.
If you draw your bow sloppily, it opens
the gate for tension to creep in a number
of areas other than the rhomboid. The result
is a pull that is hard to control. Sometimes
it may feel like you are pulling hard when
in fact you are creeping forward. You may
feel like you are pulling through the clicker
when in fact you are not moving through
your clicker at all. If the preload is done
correctly you will have a conscious feel
of the tension in the correct spot and you
can continue that tension as you use that
muscle to pull the rear scapula around to
execute a superior shot.
Honestly, one of the best archers in the
world to watch this from is Dave Cousins.
Dave has an amazing attention to detail
on his shot execution and form. His draw
cycle is one of the best in our sport, in my
opinion at least. You can watch all three of

Right: Your
romboid should
carry all the
tension through
the pre-load
period
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aspects of the draw cycle come together as he settles into his shot.
He points the bow to the target, gets his alignment where he wants
and draws the bow back with a flat line. Then he settles in with a
very deliberate preload onto the wall of the cam.
He’s been doing the same thing as long as I have known him
and I know his draw cycle is an important part of his shooting form.
Time and time again I write that the simple things are always the
ones that hold the most importance. Once again I can’t stress that
enough. Focusing on the draw cycle will add points to your score
and also make your shots easier to happen. Good luck!
John Dudley.
www.dudleyarchery.info
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